Darrtown Reunion Committee Meeting with Task Managers
Monday, July 31 2017 6:30pm ~ EDOT Park
Committee Members Present: Fred Lindley, Dianna Leuthold, Don Beckett, Angie Gillespie, Paul
Gillespie, John Newman
Absent: Duane Clark
Guests: Rick Martin, Mark Leuthold, Rick Dowd, Tom and Tracy Bufler, Joe Pater, Jeannie Green, Bob
Young, Greg Haskins, Mike Ippolito.
Angie opened the meeting with introductions. Task Managers gave status reports.
Greg Haskins reported the signs are ready for Parking. He and Rick Dowd will work together on locations
for the signs.
Don Beckett reported the port-o-lets and trash containers are ordered and pot-o-lets will be pumped on
Sunday morning. Also, that the John Deere Gator and wagons are covered by Linn Weiss.
Tracy Bufler has 5-7 golf carts lined up for transporting people from the parking areas.
Rick Dowd has the parking set- up covered.
Angie reported Nathan Gillespie has the Antique tractors covered with participants and judges lined up.
Rick Martin has the Classic Cars set up and is working on trophies.
Paul Gillespie will have gates to E-Dot park locked except to enter at the parking area.
Mike Ippolito has the skillet toss and tire flip covered.
Angie will talk to Bogan Elementary Staff about prepping the kids for the skillet toss.
Jeannie Green has the kid zone games covered and will set up in the grassy area by the playground.
Don Beckett has the corn hole tournament organized and will hand out flyers to advertise the event.
Fred is covering the walk to the cemetery.
Tom Bufler will make a donation box to be placed at the Welcome tent. The Welcome tent will be next
to the small gate as you enter near the shelter and permanent restrooms.
The Darrtown Talent Show will be the last event on Sunday evening.
Judy Tritz, a descendant of the Irwin family, will sell recipe books in or near the Welcome tent, at no
committee expense or involvement.
Bob Young has the parade covered.
Dianna reported the vendors are set.

Fred will continue to cover publicity.
John reported on the bank balance and expenses.
Task Managers were thanked for their attendance and efforts and were free to leave.
Committee Meeting:
Paul will handle street control with barrels and open the large access gate when Ryan Broshear brings in
his equipment.
Joe Pater will bring the 2- way radios for the committee to use to the next meeting. Joe also has 5
Shuttle signs for the golf carts. Joe will show Angie and Mark Leuthold how to use the PA system.
After discussion on the number of port-o-lets, Dianna moved, Fred seconded and the committee voted
ayes to add one pot-o-let for the band and 5 more trash containers and extra trash bags. Don will place
the order with Rumpke.
Paul stated the Township will handle the trash clean-up. He will check on the number of tents at the
Community Center and also if any table and chairs would be available for use.
Angie moved and Fred seconded to put Phil Allen in touch with Ryan Broshear’s sound and electrical
guy. All ayes from the committee. Angie will handle those contacts. Angie will also sign the contract for
Ryan’s Performance.
Fred Lindley and Joe Pater have secured several advertisers for the stage. They have worked with Butler
County Lumber to build the signage support in exchange for advertising. The signs will be made by
Randy Couch.
The next meeting will be held Monday, August 21, 2017 at 6:30 at EDOT Park

